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Room-temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) has been widely investigated as a nonvolatile solvent as well as a
unique liquid material because of its interesting features, e.g., negligible vapor pressure and high thermal
stability. Here we report that a non-volatile polymerizable RTIL is a useful starting material for the
fabrication of micro/nano-scale polymer structures with a focused-ion-beam (FIB) system operated under
high-vacuum condition. Gallium-ion beam irradiation to the polymerizable 1-allyl-3-ethylimidazolium
bis((trifluoromethane)sulfonyl)amide RTIL layer spread on a Si wafer induced a polymerization reaction
without difficulty. What is interesting to note is that we have succeeded in provoking the polymerization
reaction anywhere on the Si wafer substrate by using FIB irradiation with a raster scanning mode. By this
finding, two- and three-dimensional micro/nano-scale polymer structure fabrications were possible at the
resolution of 500,000 dpi. Even intricate three-dimensional micro/nano-figures with overhang and hollow
moieties could be constructed at the resolution of approximately 100 nm.

F
ocused-ion-beam (FIB) irradiation is a powerful approach for carving three-dimensional (3D) materials and
for drawing two-dimensional (2D) patterns by sputtering1–7. Another fascinating feature is the ability to
make up micro- or nanometer size 3D figures by the combination of FIB irradiation and chemical vapor

deposition (CVD). This technique known as a FIB-chemical vapor deposition (FIB-CVD) technique needs a
reactive gas, such as phenanthrene, as a precursor to produce 3D figures. The gas directly introduced by a special
device into a FIB equipment is converted into a solid deposit on a substrate by a FIB irradiation8. By the approach
with a common raster scanning mode, simple standing wire and tube figures can be constructed. However, the
fabrication of intricate 3D figures, e.g., overhang and hollow parts, requires a specialized FIB-CVD system, which
enables FIB irradiation with a vector mode. Fundamental operating principles of this technique have been
developed by Matsui et al9,10. The system is designed for providing phenanthrene gas after searching an appro-
priate voxel, which must be adjacent to a voxel already occupied by a deposit, to produce the 3D figures, because
the ion beam irradiation in midair cannot make a contribution to the production as a matter of course.
Unfortunately, at this moment, this is not a common technique to fabricate 3D structures.

Liquids such as water and organic solvents are, in general, considered as inappropriate substances for being
handled under vacuum condition. Introduction of any type of liquids is therefore strictly prohibited in all
instruments, which require vacuum condition, including sputtering equipment, X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scope, electron microscope, and FIB irradiation instrument. However, the incompatibility between the liquid
substances and such instruments is now becoming a thing of the past with the advent of room-temperature ionic
liquid (RTIL). RTIL is a type of organic salt with a low melting point below room temperature. RTIL’s interesting
features, which include negligible vapor pressure, flame retardation property, relatively-high ionic conductivity,
are opening new various areas of investigations11–18. Of them, RTIL-based vacuum technology seems to be a
promising field19–22. Also, we have contributed the development of the field and created several RTIL-based
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vacuum technologies. We found that magnetron sputtering onto
RTIL yields a wide variety of metal and alloy nanoparticles without
any stabilizing agent23,24 and that RTIL itself can be observed by a
scanning electron microscope without accumulation of electrostatic
charge at the surface of RTIL25. The latter is applicable to scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) observations of hydrated specimens pretreated with RTIL
and to in situ SEM observation of chemical reactions in RTIL26–29.

It is well-known that chemical reactions are induced in varying
degrees when some sort of specimen is irradiated with a FIB and
an electron beam, which are ionizing radiations30,31. If the reaction
can be controlled at micro/nano-scale in RTIL, fabrication of 3D
micro/nanostructure is expected with ease like a 3D printing tech-
nique. In this study, we attempted to establish the method that can
three-dimensionally control the polymerization reaction in a poly-
merizable 1-allyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis((trifluoromethane)sulfo-
nyl)amide ([AllylEtIm][Tf2N]) RTIL thin layer onto a Si wafer by
using a common FIB technique with a raster scan mode, not need
a specialized FIB system. The formation process of the 3D struc-
tures produced by the RTIL-based FIB irradiation method was
also examined.

Results
Polymer pattern deposits prepared by RTIL-based FIB irradiation
method. In each FIB drawing experiment, bitmapped images were
designed at a display frame of 800 3 800 pixels in advance. FIB
drawing was carried out in a raster scanning mode at a 40 mm 3
40 mm area based on the designed image. The detailed experimental
condition is described in ‘‘Method’’ section. Our first FIB drawing
was characters of ‘‘Osaka’’ onto an [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] RTIL layer
spread on a Si wafer ([AllylEtIm][Tf2N]/Si). The resulting SEM
image of the top view is shown in Fig. 1a, indicating that the
desired polymer pattern was successfully produced as a result of
the local polymerization reaction of the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] induced
by the FIB irradiation. Surprisingly, the SEM image from different
angles revealed that the characters are 3D ‘‘Osaka’’ as shown in
Fig. 1b and that the ‘‘Osaka’’ is formed by a layer-by-layer assembly.

To elucidate how the pattern grew in the vertical direction, FIB
drawings of square frame were conducted at different dosages.
Figure 2a shows a SEM image of the structures obtained on a
[AllylEtIm][Tf2N]/Si at different ion doses, D, of 100, 200, 300,
400, and 500 3 1015 ions cm22. In this investigation, the beam cur-
rent, IB, and the dwell time, tdw, were 48 pA and 250 msec, respect-
ively. The number of pixels, npix, was 4.0 3 1010 pixels cm22. The
number of raster scan, N, during the FIB drawing experiment is an
important parameter for fabricating 3D figures, and the N can be
estimated by the following equation:

N~
D

(IB=e)|tdw|npix
ð1Þ

where e is the elementary charge. Therefore, when the D is 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 3 1015 ions cm22, the N is 33, 66, 100, 133, and 166
times, respectively. The increase in the N directly related to the
increase in the height of the 3D figures, H. Figure 2b summarizes
the relationship between the H and the N values or the D values. The
plotted H values were calculated by:

H~
h

sin 750
ð2Þ

where h is the value of height obtained from SEM image shown in
Fig. 2a and 75u is the tilt angle for the SEM observation. The H was

Figure 1 | SEM images of three-dimensional polymer microstructures.
The patterned structures were deposited in a thin [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] layer

on a Si substrate using FIB irradiation with a raster scanning mode.

(a) Polymers having ‘‘Osaka’’ characters with a high resolution.

(b) Oblique angle image of Fig. 1a shows that these polymer patterns have

3D structures. This polymer patterns were obtained with the ion dose of

300 3 1015 ions cm22 and the number of scanning of 100 times.

Figure 2 | Three-dimensional square frame polymer structures prepared under different ion dose conditions. (a) SEM image of square frame structures

deposited in a thin [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] layer on a Si substrate prepared by RTIL-based FIB irradiation method with a raster scanning mode. The image was

taken at a tilt angle of 75u. The ion, D, doses were 100 3 1015, 200 3 1015, 300 3 1015, 400 3 1015, and 500 3 1015 ions cm22 from the left to right structure,

and then the numbers of scanning estimated from the ion doses, N, were 33, 66, 100, 133, and 166 times. The height of the structures increased

with the increase in the N, i.e., with the increase in the D. (b) Relationship between the heights of the polymer structures and the N or the D. The polymer

structure could not be obtained with the N less than 33 times.
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approximately proportional to the N values if it was over 33 cycles;
however, no figure was observed by SEM when the N was below 33
cycles. The minimum height of the 3D structure was ca. 1.0 mm. As
described in the ‘‘Method’’ section, the RTIL was spread onto a Si
wafer by a spin coater so as to obtain a uniform liquid layer with a
thickness of ca. 1.0 mm. We expected the maximum height is
dependent on the RTIL layer thickness, but it was not. The height
continued to increase with the increase in the N, and the height
apparently exceeded the RTIL layer thickness. For example, at the
166 cycles, the height became almost 4.3 mm. These results provided
a clue to propose the mechanism of 3D pattern formation with our
RTIL-based FIB irradiation method, as will be described later.

Chemical reactions in [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] under FIB irradiation.
The deposit obtained by the FIB irradiation onto the [AllylEtIm]
[Tf2N]/Si was characterized by a Raman microscope. Raman
spectra of the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] and the obtained deposit con-
tained some Raman bands in the wavenumber range between
2950–3150 cm21 because of the existence of the imidazolium ring32

(Fig. 3a). It suggests that the imidazolium cations remain in the
deposit produced after the FIB irradiation. In the spectrum of the
neat RTIL, the Raman band that is assignable to a stretching
vibration of the double bond of the allyl group appeared at
1645 cm21; however, the band disappeared in the spectrum of
the deposit (Fig. 3b). The absence of this band indicates that the
polymerization reaction on the allyl group proceeded during the
FIB irradiation. In fact, allyl group is known to be difficult to
polymerize by a common radical polymerization method, since the
allyl radical has a stable resonant structure. Successive radical
polymerization reactions are not expected although oligomers are
formed33,34. The polymerization reaction observed in this
investigation may be peculiar to the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] under the
FIB irradiation as described below in detail.

Resolution of polymer deposit. The resolution of the polymer
structure produced by the RTIL-based FIB irradiation method was
examined through drawing a two-dimensional intricate picture.
Figure 4a is a photograph of a famous Japanese picture titled
‘‘Beauty Looking Back’’ (‘‘Mikaeri-bijin’’ in Japanese) used in this
experiment. The original picture was drawn by one of a great
Japanese artist, Moronobu Hishikawa, during the Edo period
(1603–1868 A.D.). A bitmap file for drawing the FIB irradiation
pattern was created by scanning a reproduction of the picture. The
bitmap figure is depicted in Fig. 4b. As shown in Fig. 4c, we could
draw a microscale ‘‘Beauty Looking Back’’ by the use of our approach.
The resulting polymer structure accurately duplicates the bitmap file
design. The resolution was approximately 100 nm according to the

magnified image of a design on a Kimono, a Japanese traditional
dress. This nanoscale resolution is a great advantage of the RTIL-
based FIB irradiation method because other microstructure
fabrication methods do not achieve such resolution scale. For
example, the resolution of FIB-CVD method is about 200 ,
300 nm8,35,36.

Fabrication of intricate three-dimensional figures. As mentioned
in introduction, one of the fascinating features of FIB-CVD operated
in a vector mode is the ability to produce intricate 3D figures with
overhang and hollow parts. Our RTIL-based FIB irradiation method
that is the combination of the polymerizable RTIL and the common
FIB technique with a conventional raster scanning mode also enables
to fabricate complicated 3D figures. These examples are shown in
Fig. 5. A teacup-shape figure was formed by overdrawing different
size circles (Fig. 5a). A bridge structure, as shown in Fig. 5b, was
constructed by drawing two separate square frame patterns, followed
by drawing another square frame pattern so as to bridge the

Figure 3 | Micro-Raman spectra of neat [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] RTIL and the resulting polymer structure. The wavenumber regions were (a) between 2900

and 3200 cm21 and (b) between 1610 and 1670 cm21. The spectra obtained at higher wavenumber suggest that imidazolium cation exists in both the neat

RTIL and the polymer deposit. The disappearance of the band at 1645 cm21 indicates that the allyl group on the [AllylEtIm]1 is involved in the

polymerization reaction.

Figure 4 | Two-dimensional polymer structure prepared by RTIL-based
FIB-irradiation method. (a) A famous Japanese picture titled, ‘‘Beauty

Looking Back.’’ This picture was painted by a Japanese artist, Moronobu

Hishikawa, in the Edo period. (b) Bitmap image of ‘‘Beauty Looking Back’’

created for the FIB drawing. (c) SEM image of a 2D polymer structure

fabricated from the bitmap image. The enlarged view of the flower painted

on the ‘‘Kimono’’ is shown under each picture. The irradiation conditions

for fabrication of this structure were the ion dose of 100 3 1015 ions cm22

and the number of scanning of 33 times. The painting ‘Beauty Looking

back’ is reprinted with permission from the Tokyo National Museum.
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previously prepared 3D patterns. Even like a jack-in-a-box structure
shown in Fig. 5c could be fabricated. It was composed of five 3D
square frame patterns; first of all one 3D square pattern was
deposited as a base, and after that four slightly smaller 3D square
frame patterns were separately drawn by the FIB in order to position
one side of each smaller square on one of the four sides on the top of
the base square. The figure with long hanging structures, which are
technically impossible to prepare by a FIB sputtering method, was
eventually prepared. The four overlapped structures were equally

formed at four sides on the top of the base square, indicating that
the formation of the hanging structure occurs irrespective of the
direction of the raster scanning. We have also succeeded in
formation of a photonic crystal-like 3D network structure
(woodpile structure) by the same approach (Fig. 5d).

Another complex structure was designed to find a clue about the
formation mechanism of the 3D structures by the RTIL-based FIB
irradiation method. This figure was prepared by deposition of a
rectangular frame base, followed by drawing of two square frame
patterns; one square frame was located adjacent to the base, and
another was put its one side on one side of top of the base rectangle
structure (Fig. 6a). Apparently the former pattern was directly depos-
ited onto the Si wafer (Fig. 6b), whereas the latter was formed onto
the base structure (Fig. 6c). The formation of the hanging structure
suggests that the polymerization reaction occurs at the position
higher than the previously prepared deposit because the latter frame
pattern did not deposit on the Si substrate although the FIB drawing
was initiated from left bottom as shown in Fig. 6a.

Discussion
As is well known, ion beam irradiation to polymer materials
including polyethylene and polystyrene generates radicals that
come from hydrocarbon backbones, and then cross-linkage reac-
tion among the backbones proceeds37–40. It is highly likely that
similar cross-linkage reaction occurs among the [AllylEtIm]1 oli-
gomers yielded during the FIB irradiation. As a result, rigid poly-
mer derived from the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] would be obtained. In
order to investigate other non-volatile polymerizable RTIL for
the RTIL-based FIB irradiation method, we also carried out the
same experiment using 1-vinyl-3-butylimidazolium bis((trifluoro-
methane)sulfonyl)amide ([VinylBuIm][Tf2N]) that has an easily
polymerizable vinyl group. Because polymerization rate for linear
polymers without crosslinks of vinyl groups is much faster than
the oligomerization of allyl groups33,34, it was very difficult to
control the polymerization reaction induced by the FIB irra-
diation. It is then likely that the reaction proceeded three-dimen-

Figure 5 | Various three-dimensional polymer structures. (a) Teacup

structure. The structure was achieved by stacking circle patterns in layers.

(b) Bridge structure. The structure has a hollow construction. The two

square frame structures were prepared first, and another square frame

structure was drawn at the center so as to overlap the previously deposited

two square figures. (c) A jack-in-a-box structure. The four upper square

frame structures protrude from the base one. This result shows that

overhang structures were formed without depending on the scanning

directions. (d) Woodpile structure. This structure is known as one of the

3D photonic crystals. These structures were obtained by RTIL-based FIB

irradiation method with a raster scanning mode.

Figure 6 | Complicated three-dimensional polymer structures. (a) Drawing design for fabrication of the polymer patterns shown in Fig. 6b and c. First,

the large rectangular frame structure (1) was drawn as a base. Second, the small square frame structure (2), which did not overlap the base polymer, was

drawn at the left side of the base. Finally, another small square frame structure (3) was prepared on the base, but only one side of the small square

overlapped on part of the base. The FIB irradiation with a raster scanning was initiated from the X. The direction was indicated by the arrows. (b) SEM

image of polymer structures prepared by the design depicted in Fig. 6a. (c) Oblique angle image of Fig. 6b. This SEM image indicates the small square

frame structure on the right side protrudes from the base, although another small square on the left side is on the substrate.
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sionally beyond the irradiated position. The resulting polymer
structures on the [VinylBuIm][Tf2N]/Si are shown in Fig. S1.
Very thin square frame deposits were obtained, but unexpected
irregular structures attributed to the uncontrolled polymerization
reaction also appeared. We strongly believe that the RTIL with the
allyl group is the most suitable for the RTIL-based FIB irradiation
method at this time.

As described above, some 3D structures were produced over the
RTIL film thickness (ca. 1 mm). It can be explained by the surface
tension of the RTIL itself. Figure 7 indicates SEM images of the
prepared square frame patterns before and after rinsing the
unreacted [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] off using acetonitrile. All the prepared
patterns were designed to be ca. 2.0 mm high. Before rinsing, the
deposited patterns were completely covered with the RTIL, due to
the surface tension of the RTIL (Fig. 7a and b). But after rinsing, the
square frame patterns exceeding the original RTIL layer thickness of
ca. 1.0 mm appeared (Fig. 7c).

On the basis of several findings in this study, we proposed a plaus-
ible formation process for 3D polymer structures by the RTIL-based
FIB irradiation method. As depicted in Fig. 8, at the initial stage,
polymerization reaction of the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] proceeds by FIB
irradiation at the surface of the RTIL layer, and polymer layer is
formed in accordance with the design programmed in advance
(Fig. 8a). When the FIB drawings are repeated, the polymer deposit

grows downward until it reaches the Si wafer (Fig. 8b and c). If the
bottom of the polymer structure reaches the Si wafer, it physically
adheres to the Si wafer. It is also possible that some chemical bond-
ings via Si-OH contribute the adhesion. Once the structure is immo-
bilized onto the Si wafer, subsequent FIB irradiation causes a further
polymerization on the immobilized structure (Fig. 8d–f). Because
RTIL exists on the top of the polymer structure owing to the surface
tension with meniscus of the RTIL as described in the preceding
paragraph, the height does not depend on the RTIL layer thickness.
In some cases those were over 4 mm high. Therefore, the RTIL-based
FIB method makes it possible to fabricate a wide variety of 3D micro-
or nanostructures with hanging and bridging parts but not produce
the polymer structure that is less than ca. 1 mm high as shown in
Fig. 2 because the structure is not immobilized until it reaches the Si
wafer surface. Monte Carlo simulation41 on the gallium-ion travel
distance through the RTIL strongly supports our idea that the poly-
merization reaction occurs at the surface of RTIL. The detailed
information on the simulation is given in the supplementary text.
The estimated distance was approximately 40 nm, and it is undoubt-
edly smaller than the RTIL thickness of ca. 1 mm; that is, the poly-
merization reaction theoretically proceeds only at the vicinity of the
RTIL surface.

In conclusion, the combination of the polymerizable [AllylEtIm]
[Tf2N] and the FIB irradiation with a raster scanning mode enabled
the preparation of micro/nanoscale 3D polymer structures. The
interesting feature is that another polymer structure can be deposited
on the top of the premade polymer deposit with ease as the 3D
printers, which are rapidly becoming popular in several fields.
Even the intricate polymer structure with hanging and bridging parts
was produced at the resolution of approximately 100 nm. Thus, the
RTIL-based FIB irradiation method reported in this article will make
a large contribution to further development of the MEMS/NEMS
technology and will make the 3D polymer micro/nanostructure fab-
rication closer to many scientists and engineers.

Methods
1-Allyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis((trifluoromethane)sulfonyl)amide
([AllylEtIm][Tf2N]) was purchased from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. 1-Vinyl-3-buty-
limidazolium bis((trifluoromethane)sulfonyl)amide ([VinylBuIm][Tf2N]) was syn-
thesized by the previously reported method42,43. An n-Si wafer (100 V cm22)
purchased from Osaka Titanium Technologies Co., Ltd. was used as a substrate, and

Figure 7 | SEM images of three-dimensional square frame structures
covered with and without RTIL. (a) SEM image of several square

structures before rinsing off the [AllylEtIm][Tf2N] RTIL. (b) Another SEM

image taken from a different angle. The meniscus derived from the surface

tension was observed on the polymer patterns. All the structures were

covered with the RTIL layer. (c) SEM image of Fig. 7b after rinsing the

RTIL off using acetonitrile. The height of the structures exceeded the RTIL

layer thickness of ca. 1 mm. The irradiation conditions for fabrication of

this structure were the ion dose of 300 3 1015 ions cm22 and the number of

scanning of 100 times.

Figure 8 | Schematic illustrations of a plausible three-dimensional polymer structure formation process by RTIL-based FIB irradiation method.
(a) At the initial stage, polymerization reaction proceeds by FIB irradiation at the surface of the polymerizable RTIL, [AllylEtIm][Tf2N], and a polymer

layer is formed. (b) The deposit grows downward until it reaches the Si substrate, when the FIB drawings are repeated. (c) After the deposit reached the Si

wafer, it physically adheres to the substrate. (d–f) Once the structure is immobilized onto the Si wafer, subsequent FIB irradiation causes further

polymerization on the immobilized structure due to the surface tension with meniscus of the RTIL. Finally, a three-dimensional polymer structure is

produced by RTIL-based FIB irradiation method with a raster scanning mode.
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the Si surface was coated with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane44 to improve its affinity
to the RTILs. The resulting Si wafer was cut into 1 3 1 cm2 pieces. The RTIL diluted
with ethanol to a concentration of ca. 5 vol% was spread onto the Si wafer to form a
very thin and uniform RTIL layer on the Si wafer. After an appropriate amount of the
RTIL ethanolic solution was dropped onto the Si wafer, it was spread by rotation at
4,000 rpm for 5 min. This spin coating technique resulted in a RTIL layer having a
thickness of ca. 1 mm, which was confirmed by a confocal laser microscope (VK-8550,
Keyence).

The RTIL-coated Si wafer was placed in a focused-ion-beam (FIB) instrument
(SMI 2050, Seiko Instruments). A gallium ion beam accelerated at 30 kV was used to
irradiate the Si wafer substrate. The ion beam currents and the beam size employed in
this study were 210 pA and 23 nmw, respectively. FIB drawing experiments were
conducted by a common computer-aided FIB irradiation system using a bitmapped
image prepared at a display frame of 800 3 800 pixels. The drawing of the images was
performed in the raster scanning mode at a 40 mm 3 40 mm area. Consequently FIB
was irradiated at a resolution of 500,000 dpi. After the FIB irradiation experiment, the
Si wafer substrate was repeatedly immersed into an acetonitrile bath to remove
unreacted RTIL and was dried in air. The fabricated figures were observed by a
scanning electron microscope (VE-9800, Keyence) operated at an acceleration volt-
age of 20 kV with electron beam currents between 50 pA and 3.5 nA.
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